The composition of total deterministic macro tree transducers gives rise to a proper hierarchy with respect to their output string languages (these are the languages obtained by taking the yields of the output trees). There is a language not in this hierarchy which can be generated by a (quite restricted) nondeterministic string transducer, namely, a two-way generalized sequential machine. Similar results hold for attributed tree transducers, for controlled EDT0L systems, and for YIELD mappings (which proves properness of the IO-hierarchy). Witnesses for the properness of the macro tree transducer hierarchy can already be found in the latter three hierarchies. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION
Macro tree transducers [Eng80, CF82, EV85] are a model of syntax-directed semantics (see [FV98] for a survey) which combine top-down tree transducers and macro grammars, i.e., they are finite state transducers, the states of which are equipped with parameters that allow context information to be handled.
A macro tree transducer M can be used as a string language generator as follows. The tree translation of M is applied to a tree language, which typically is the set of derivation trees of a context-free grammar, or, in general, a regular tree language. This generates an output tree language of M, and taking the yields of these trees generates an output string language of M. In this way one can also view M as a controlled (tree) grammar, where the generation of the output trees is controlled by the input trees. Then, the iteration of control corresponds to the composition of the tree translations. The string languages generated by the composition closure of macro tree transducers form a very large class with nice properties: it is a full AFL, and membership, emptiness, and finiteness of its languages are decidable [DE98] . Because of their special relevance to syntax-directed semantics we here investigate total deterministic macro tree transducers (MTTs) only; they are a combination of total deterministic top-down tree transducers and IO (inside-out) macro grammars.
The question arises whether composition of MTTs gives rise to a proper hierarchy of output string languages. For the two ingredients of MTTs the situation is as follows. Since (total deterministic) top-down tree transducers are closed under composition [Rou70] , they do not form a proper hierarchy of output string languages (note that composition of nondeterministic top-down tree transducers does yield such a hierarchy [Eng82] ). The iteration of IO macro grammars by the concept of n-level grammars gives rise to a proper and to an infinite hierarchy [Dam82] , for the generated tree and string languages, respectively: the so-called IO-hierarchies (see, e.g., [ES78] ). With respect to the translations it is well known that composition of MTTs (which corresponds to the n-level tree transducers of [EV88] ) yields a proper hierarchy, that is, the class of translations realized by the composition of n MTTs is properly included in the one realized by the composition of n+1 MTTs (cf. [EV85] ). The proof relies on the fact that the height of the output tree of an MTT is exponentially bounded by the height of the input tree. In [Dam82] it is proved that the output tree languages also form a proper hierarchy. With respect to the output string languages, composition of MTTs yields an infinite hierarchy; the proof in [Dam82] combines the above exponential bound with the concept of rational index [BCN81] . To prove properness of this hierarchy (at each level) we use instead a so-called ''bridge theorem'' (cf. [Eng82] , and the section on translational techniques in [Gre81] ).
Let us discuss the bridge theorem in more detail. Consider two languages LOE and L such that LOE is of some special form, depending on L; in applications of the bridge theorem, LOE will typically be obtained from L by some kind of string insertion. Now if LOE is the output string language of an MTT, then the special form of LOE forces the language L to be an output string language of an MTT M which has certain restricted properties. To be precise, these properties require that in the rules of M (i) no parameter is copied and (ii) no parameter is deleted. An MTT satisfying (i) and (ii) is called simple in the parameters (for short sp). The proof of this bridge theorem is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.4.3 in [Fis68] , where Fischer proves for a specific IO macro language LOE that L can be produced by an IO macro grammar that is sp. For an MTT M that is sp we show that, with respect to the output string language, parameters are not needed at all; that is, we can construct a top-down tree transducer which has the same output string language as M. Since MTTs are closed under composition with top-down tree transducers, this result will allow us to use the bridge theorem to step down from the composition of n+1 MTTs to that of n MTTs.
We apply the bridge theorem to three different types of string insertions to obtain the following results:
(1) There is a language LOE which is not the output string language of any composition of MTTs, but which can be generated by a nondeterministic two-way generalized sequential machine. Here, LOE is obtained from L by the nondeterministic insertion of two new symbols, where L is a language that cannot be generated by a top-down tree transducer. Intuitively, the result shows that nondeterminism (present in a very simple type of insertion) is more powerful than determinism (present in an MTT).
As another example of this phenomenon we prove that there is a context-free language which cannot be generated as output by the composition closure of MTTs, taking monadic tree languages as initial input. The latter class of languages is of interest because it contains the EDT0L-hierarchy, generated by the iteration of controlled EDT0L systems. The EDT0L system is the deterministic version of the ET0L system [Roz73] (see [ERS80] for the relationship of these systems to top-down tree transducers and two-way machines). In particular we show that languages generated by the iteration of n+1 controlled EDT0L systems can be generated by the composition of n MTTs.
(2) Composition of MTTs yields a proper hierarchy with respect to their output string languages, i.e., there is a language LOE which is the output string language of a composition of n+1 MTTs, but which cannot be generated as output by the composition of n MTTs. Here LOE is obtained from a language L at the previous level, by inserting a sequence of b's before each symbol of a string in L (for a new symbol b), viz., b i before the i th symbol from the right. In fact, we use the relationship with EDT0L systems mentioned in point (1) and show that LOE can be generated by the iteration of n+2 controlled EDT0L systems. This implies properness of the EDT0L-hierarchy. In [Eng82] properness of the ET0L-hierarchy is proved, but it is mentioned as open whether the EDT0L-hierarchy is proper.
(3) There is an (n+1)-level IO macro language LOE which cannot be generated as output by the composition of n MTTs. Here, LOE is obtained from L (at the previous level) by inserting, before each symbol of a string w in L, a string in {1, 2} g that represents (in Dewey notation) the corresponding leaf of some binary tree with yield w. Since every n-level IO macro language can be generated as output by the composition of n MTTs, this proves the properness of the IO-hierarchy of string languages, which was left open in [Dam82] .
Since every n-level IO macro language can also be generated as output by the composition of n attributed tree transducers [Fül81, FV98] (ATTs), and ATTs can be simulated by MTTs, we also obtain that composition of ATTs yields a proper hierarchy of output string languages. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains basic notions concerning trees, tree substitution, tree translations, and finite state relabelings. In Section 3, the definition of macro tree transducers is given and some basic lemmas are recalled. Furthermore, the sp property is defined. In Section 4 it is proved that MTTs are closed under composition with finite state relabelings. This also implies the closure of MTTs under composition with top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead, which is mentioned as an open problem in the Conclusions of [EV85] . Finally, it is proved that MTTs that are simple in the parameters generate the same class of output string languages as top-down tree transducers. Section 5 contains the detailed proof of the bridge theorem, together with two particular versions of it. Using these theorems it is proved in Section 6 that composition of MTTs yields a proper hierarchy of output string languages (the yMTT-hierarchy) and that the EDT0L-hierarchy is proper. Moreover, it is shown that there are ''nondeterministic'' languages not in the yMTT-and the EDT0L-hierarchies, which can be generated by a nondeterministic two-way generalized sequential machine and a context-free grammar, respectively. The properness of the IO-hierarchy is proved in Section 7, and it is shown that the EDT0L-hierarchy is included in the IOhierarchy. Finally, Section 8 contains the hierarchy result for ATTs and a summary of relations between the various hierarchies discussed in this paper; it also mentions some open problems.
Most of the results of this paper were presented in [Man99, EM01] .
PRELIMINARIES
The set {0, 1, ...} of natural numbers is denoted by N. The empty set is denoted by ". For k ¥ N, [k] denotes the set {1, ..., k}; thus [0]=". For a set A, |A| is its cardinality, and A g is the set of all strings over A. An alphabet is a finite set A. The empty string is denoted by e. The length of a string w is denoted by |w|, and the ith symbol in w is denoted by w(i). For a string w=a 1 · · · a n , its reverse a n · · · a 1 is denoted by w r . For strings v, w 1 , ..., w n ¥ A g and distinct a 1 , ..., a n ¥ A, we denote by v[a 1 P w 1 , ..., a n P w n ] the result of (simultaneously) substituting w i for every occurrence of a i in v. Note that [a 1 P w 1 , ..., a n P w n ] is a homomorphism on strings. For a condition P on a and w we use, similar to set notation, [a P w | P] to denote the substitution [L] , where L is the list of all a P w for which condition P holds. By REG and CF we denote the classes of regular and context-free languages, respectively.
For functions f: A Q B and g: B Q C their composition is (f p g)(x)=g(f(x)); note that the order of f and g is nonstandard. For sets of functions F and G their composition is F p G={f p g | f ¥ F, g ¥ G}, and F n =F p · · · p F (n times). For a binary relation S , its transitive reflexive closure is denoted by S g . Let A and B be disjoint alphabets. For w ¥ (A 2 B) g we denote by res A (w) the restriction of w to letters in A, i.e., res A is the homomorphism from (A 2 B) g to A g defined by res A (a)=a for a ¥ A and res A (a)=e for a ¥ B.
Ranked Sets and Trees
A set S together with a mapping rank S : S Q N is called a ranked set.
, then S is monadic. For a set A, OS, AP is the ranked set S × A with rank OS, AP (Os, aP)=rank S (s) for every Os, aP ¥ OS, AP.
For the rest of this paper we choose the set of input variables to be X={x 1 , x 2 , ...} and the set of parameters to be
Let S be a ranked set. The set of trees over S, denoted by T S , is the smallest set of strings
, k \ 1, and
we denote the tree a also by a(). If S is monadic, then t ¥ T S is a monadic tree. For a set A, the set of trees over S indexed by A, denoted by T S (A), is the set T S 2 A , where for every a ¥ A, rank A (a)=0.
MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS
For every tree t ¥ T S , the set of nodes of t, denoted by V(t), is a subset of N g which is inductively defined as follows: if t=s(t 1 , ..., t k ) with s ¥ S (k) , k \ 0, and
Thus, e represents the root of a tree and for a node u the ith child of u is represented by ui. } is recursively defined as e if w=e and as a(sm(wOE)) if w=awOE with a ¥ A and wOE ¥ A g . As an example, comb s (acc)=s(a, s(c, s(c, e))) and sm(acc)=a(c(c(e))).
Second-Order Tree Substitution
Note that trees are particular strings and that string substitution as defined in the beginning of this section is applicable to a tree to replace symbols of rank zero; we refer to this type of substitution as ''first-order tree substitution.'' Let S be a ranked alphabet, let s 1 , ..., s n be distinct elements of S, n \ 1, and for 
R).
Note that Qs 1 P s 1 , ..., s n P s n R is a tree homomorphism [GS84] and that (just as ordinary substitution) second-order tree substitution is associative (by the closure of tree homomorphisms under composition; cf. Theorem IV.3.7 of [GS84] ), i.e., tQs P sRQs P sOER=tQs P sQs P sOERR and if sOE ] s then tQs P sRQsOE P sOER=tQsOE P sOE, s P sQsOE P sOERR, and similarly for the general case (cf. Sections 3.4 and 3.7 of [Cou83] ). For a condition P on s and s we use Qs P s | PR to denote the substitution QLR, where L is the list of all s P s for which condition P holds.
In the remainder of the paper, whenever we use the notation tQs 1 P s 1 , ..., s n P s n R we will assume (without mentioning) that it is defined, i.e., that s 1 , ..., s n are distinct and that the parameters that occur in s i are in Y rank S (s i ) .
The following small lemma says that if we are considering the yield of a tree to which a (first-or second-order) tree substitution is applied, then inside the substitution merely the yields of the trees that are substituted are relevant. 
(note that here the substitution is on strings). Since yt=ytOE and ys i =ys
This part is proved by induction on the structure of t. Let t=s(t 1 , ..., t k )
, and t 1 , ..., t k ¥ T S . Let Qs 1 P s 1 , ..., s n P s n R be denoted by Q...R and let Qs 1 P s
. By the induction hypothesis we get y(t 1 Q_R) · · · y(t k Q_R)=y(tQ_R). L
Tree Translations and Relabelings
Let S and D be ranked alphabets. A subset L of T S is called a tree language. A (total) function y: T S Q T D is called a tree translation or simply translation. For a tree language L ı T S , y(L) denotes the set {t ¥ T D | t=y(s) for some s ¥ L} and yL={yt | t ¥ L}. For a class T of tree translations and a class L of tree languages, T(L) denotes the class of tree languages
A tree language is regular (or recognizable) if there is a finite state tree automaton recognizing it, or, equivalently, there is a regular tree grammar generating it. The class of regular tree languages is denoted by REGT. Note that sm(REG) ı REGT. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic properties of the regular tree languages (see, e.g., [GS84, GS97] ).
A (total deterministic) finite state relabeling M is a tuple (Q, S, D, R), where Q is a finite set of states, S and D are ranked alphabets of input and output symbols, respectively, and R is a finite set of rules such that for every s ¥ S (k) , k \ 0, and q 1 , ..., q k ¥ Q, R contains exactly one rule of the form s(
. The rules of M are used as term rewriting rules, and the derivation relation induced by M is denoted by S M ; more formally, for t, tOE ¥ T OQ, T D P 2 S , t S M tOE if and only if
• there is a subtree s(Oq 1 , t 1 P, ..., Oq k , t k P) (rooted at node u) of t with s ¥ S (k) , k \ 0, q 1 , ..., q k ¥ Q, and t 1 , ..., t k ¥ T D , and
If we are only interested in the state q in which M arrives for input s, then we write s S g M Oq, _ P (to mean that s S g M Oq, tP for some tree t). Note that for each
The class of all translations that can be realized by finite state relabelings is denoted by D t QRELAB.
MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS
In this section macro tree transducers are defined and some results which will often be used throughout the paper are recalled. Furthermore, the nondeleting and sp properties are defined. 
A rule r of the form (f) is called the (q, s)-rule of M and its right-hand side z is denoted by rhs M (q, s); it is also called a q-rule. The rules of M can be viewed as term rewriting rules in the obvious way, with the input variables x i ranging over T S and the parameters y j ranging over T D . Then M induces a derivation relation S M on T OQ, T S P 2 D and an input tree s ¥ T S is translated by M into the unique tree t ¥ T D with Oq 0 , sP S g M t. Instead of using the derivation relation S M to define the translation realized by M, we use the following recursive definition of q-translations, which is based on second-order tree substitution as defined in Section 2.2.
The translation realized by M, denoted by y M , is the q 0 -translation M q 0 of M.
Note that the q-translation of M can also be obtained using the derivation relation S M discussed above, i.e., for every input tree s of M, Oq, sP(y 1 , ...,y m ) S g M M q (s) (where S M is extended to trees with parameters in the obvious way, cf. Lemma 4.8 of [EV94] ). In proofs we will always use the q-translations of M, but our intuition is often based on the derivation relation S M . For an example of an MTT M, and the way it works, see Example 10 at the end of this section.
The class of all translations which can be realized by MTTs is denoted by MTT. A top-down tree transducer is an MTT all states of which are of rank zero. The class of all translations which can be realized by top-down tree transducers is denoted by T. If a top-down tree transducer has only one state, then it is a tree homomorphism. Note that every tree homomorphism is a second-order tree substitution, and vice versa.
The following two results are often used in this paper.
Lemma 4 (Corollary 4.10 of [EV85] ). T p MTT ı MTT.
Lemma 5 (Theorem 4.12 of [EV85] ). MTT p T ı MTT.
Since regular look-ahead can be simulated by finite state relabelings (see Corollary IV.6.7 in [GS84] ), the fact that MTT is closed under regular look-ahead (Theorem 4.21 of [EV85] ) can be stated as follows.
Recall from Section 2.1 that for a string w=a 1 · · · a n , sm(w) is the monadic tree a 1 (a 2 ( · · · a n (e) · · · )). The next lemma shows that an MTT can turn the yield ys of its input tree s into the monadic tree sm(ys). , k \ 0, and This property makes sure that the output generated in a parameter position cannot be deleted. First, let us prove a small lemma which says that also in the translations M q (s), every parameter of q occurs. This is similar to Lemma 6.7 of [EM99] , which says that if every parameter y j occurs exactly once in a right-hand side (for all rules of M), then y j also occurs exactly once in M q (s).
Lemma 7. Let S be a ranked alphabet. There is an MTT M S with input alphabet S such that for every s ¥ T S , y M S (s)=sm(ys).

Proof. Define
The proof is by induction on the structure of s. The induction hypothesis is denoted by IH1. Let s=s(s 1 , ..., s k ) with s ¥ S (k) , k \ 0, and
and, by the following claim, y j occurs in tQ...R. 
}, S= {s (2) , a (0) , b (0) }, and R consisting of the following rules.
Note that M is sp because both y 1 and y 2 appear exactly once in the right-hand side of each q-rule of M. Consider the input tree t=s (a, s(b, s(b, b) )). Then a derivation by M looks as follows. , b), b) ). This tree can be computed in terms of q-translations and q 0 -translations as follows. First,
Finally, M q 0 (a)=a and 
CLOSURE PROPERTIES
In this section we prove two closure properties of MTTs. First, we prove that the class MTT of macro tree translations is closed under composition with finite state relabelings, and second, we prove that, with respect to output string languages, the class MTT(L), for an arbitrary class L of tree languages, is closed under translations realized by MTT sp s. To prove the second closure property, it will be shown in Theorem 15 that, when applied to a class of tree languages closed under finite state relabelings, MTT sp s generate the same class of string languages as top-down tree transducers.
Let us move to the first closure property. We want to show that for an MTT M and a finite state relabeling N there is an MTT MOE with y MOE =y M p y N (cf. Lemma 6, which proves this for the opposite order of the composition, i.e., that y N p y M can be realized by an MTT). In fact, the result MTT p D t QRELAB ı MTT can also be obtained from known results as follows. By Theorem 4.8 of T p QRELAB p YIELD, where QRELAB denotes the class of nondeterministic finite state relabelings. More precisely, we only need to consider total functions in
where F is the class of all total functions. From the theorem of [Eng78] it follows that, for every function f in T p QRELAB p YIELD, there is a top-down tree transducer M with regular look-ahead such that f ¥ y M p YIELD. Since the look-ahead can be simulated by a relabeling in
We now give an elementary proof of this fact. 
The (standard) idea is to construct the MTT MOE from M by running the finite state relabeling N on the right-hand sides z of the rules of M. To do this we need to know, for y j occurring in z, in which state the relabeling N arrives after processing the tree that will be substituted for y j . This (top-down) information can be represented by a mapping j: [m] Q Q N (if z is the right-hand side of a q-rule and q is of rank m) and can be coded into the states of MOE. More precisely, we choose the set QOE of states of MOE as
Similarly, for a subtree OqOE, x i P(t 1 , ..., t l ) of z we need to know, given that N arrives in state p n after processing t n for n ¥ [l], in which state N arrives after processing the tree M qOE (s i ) that will be substituted for OqOE, x i P. This information can be represented by a function
We use the (bottom-up) finite state relabeling NOE to replace every symbol s by the new symbol (s, f 1 , ..., f k ), where f i is the corresponding function determining the state change of N on the trees M qOE (s i ).
In order to translate the right-hand side of a (q,
, and m, k \ 0, the finite state relabeling N is extended as follows. Let f 1 , ..., f k be functions which associate with every qOE
} and the set S of additional rules is defined as follows. For every j ¥ [m], y j Q Oj(j), y j P is in S, and for every OqOE,
, l \ 0, and
• Q NOE is the set of all functions f which assign to every , m \ 0, and
Op, tOEP.
, and m, k \ 0,
Let us now prove the correctness of this construction. For m \ 0 and
The claim is proved by induction on the structure of s.
First, part (a) of the claim is proved. It follows from the definition of
This concludes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2 is proved by induction on the structure of t. We denote the induction hypothesis by IH2.
If
and N j , respectively. This proves both (a) and (b).
.., f k ) and S N j both end with Op, _ P which shows the (b) part, and c(y
Finally, let t=OqOE,
Clearly, the latter derivation also holds for N j , and so t S 
We now move to the second closure property. The main part of the proof of this closure property consists of proving Theorem 15 which says that, for a class L of tree languages closed under finite state relabelings, yMTT sp (L)=yT(L). In essence this is proved in the following lemma, which shows how to generate by a top-down tree transducer the string language generated by an MTT sp .
Proof. Let M=(Q, S, D, q 0 , R) be an MTT sp . We will construct a finite state relabeling N and a top-down tree transducer MOE such that for every
. For a string of the form w and for 0 [ n [ m we denote by part n (w) the string w n . For every n the topdown tree transducer MOE has a state (q, n) which computes w n . The information on the order of the parameters, i.e., the string res 
• Q N is the set of all mappings per which associate with every
and G denotes the second-order substitution
where b is an arbitrary binary symbol (see Section 2.1 for comb b ).
It follows from Claim 1 that N realizes the relabeling as described.
The proof of this claim is by induction on the structure of s. The induction hypothesis is denoted by IH1. Let , s) , and G as in the definition of N. Let Q...R=QOqOE,
This claim is proved by induction on the structure of t. The induction hypothesis is denoted by IH2. If
.R)).
We now define the top-down tree transducer MOE=(QOE, C, DOE, (q 0 , 0), ROE), where
, e
}, and
, and k \ 0, the rule
, and F is the substitution
, m \ 0R.
Recall from the Preliminaries that per i (q)(j) denotes the jth symbol of per i (q).
We now prove the correctness of MOE, i.e., that for every
The proof of this claim is by induction on the structure of s.
). By Definition 3 and the fact that MOE is a top-down tree transducer, i.e., all elements of OQ, X k P are of rank zero, this equals
. By the definition of the rules of MOE, z=comb b (part n (y(tF))), where t=rhs M (q, s) and F as in the definition of MOE. By induction, 
Let us take a look at an example of an application of the construction in the proof of Lemma 13. , a 
Consider again the input tree t=s(a, s(b, s(b, b))). Then y N (t) equals
We now construct the top-down tree transducer MOE.
} (where c is the symbol b from the proof of Lemma 13, used to make combs). For simplicity we write down the rules of MOE as tree-to-string rules, i.e., we merely show the yield of the corresponding right-hand side. Let us consider in detail how to obtain the right-hand sides of the ((q, n), (s, r, q 21 ))-rules for 0 [ n [ 2 and r ¥ Q N . Since we are only interested in the yields, we have to consider the string v=y(rhs M (q, s) F), where F is defined as in the proof of Lemma 13. This string equals ((q, 2), (s, r, q 12 ) )=O(q, 2), x 2 P.
The
Consider the derivation by MOE with input tree tOE=y N (t) (shown above), where tOE/ 2=y N (s(b, s(b, b) )) and tOE/ 22=y N (s(b, b) ); again we merely show the corresponding yields.
Thus, indeed, yy 
Since, as shown in Example 10, yM q (s(b, b) )=by 2 y 1 b and part n (by 2 y 1 b) equals b,e,b for n=0, 1, 2, respectively, these results are in accordance with Claim 3 in the proof of Lemma 13. Next, =yrhs MOE ((q, 0), (s, q 21 , q 21 )) [O(q, 0), x 2 P P yM ((q, 2), (s, q 21 , q 21 )) [O(q 0 , 0),
Again, these results are in accordance with the fact that yM q (s(b, s(b, b) ((q 0 , 0) , a)=a and yM
We are now ready to prove that MTT sp s and top-down tree transducers generate the same class of string languages if they take as input a class of tree languages that is closed under finite state relabelings. Note that this result can be seen as a generalization of Corollary 7.9 of [EM99] , which says that finite copying MTTs generate the same class of string languages as finite copying top-down tree transducers, i.e., for a class L of tree languages that is closed under finite state relabelings, yMTT fc (L)=yT fc (L), where fc denotes that the corresponding transducers are finite copying. Since the class REGT of regular tree languages is closed under finite state relabelings (cf. Lemma IV.6.5 of [GS84] ), we get yMTT sp (REGT)=yT(REGT) from Theorem 15. We want to make two more remarks about the class MTT sp (REGT). First, about its yield languages: For top-down tree transducers it is known (Theorem 3.2.1 of [ERS80] and Theorem 4.3 of [Man98] ) that T(REGT) is equal to the class OUT(T) of output tree languages of top-down tree transducers (i.e., taking the particular regular tree languages T S as input). In fact, it is shown in [Man98] 
(REGT)=OUT(Y).
Since it can be shown, as a special case of Lemma 4, that MTT sp is closed under left composition with top-down tree translations we get that yOUT(MTT sp )=yOUT(T), i.e., MTT sp s and top-down tree transducers generate the same class of output string languages. Second, about its path languages: If we consider MTT sp s with monadic output alphabet, then the class of path languages generated by them taking regular tree languages as input is also equal to yT(REGT) (cf. the proof of Lemma 7.6 of [EM99] ). Thus, the classes of path and yield languages of the class MTT sp (REGT) are equal; this is a rare property of a class of tree languages.
BRIDGE THEOREMS
This section establishes the bridge theorems which are used in Sections 6 and 7 to prove that certain languages cannot be generated as output by compositions of MTTs. The basic idea is presented in Lemma 17 which gives a bridge from 
Recall from the Preliminaries that res
Lemma 17. Let L be a class of tree languages which is closed under finite state relabelings and under intersection with regular tree languages. Let A, B be disjoint alphabets and let L ı A g and LOE ı (A 2 B) g be languages such that
Proof. (y N (s))=res A (yy M (s)) or y MOE (y N (s)) contains a (new) 
Consider the right-hand side of a rule of M in which some parameter y j occurs more than once. If, during the derivation of a tree which has as yield a d-string, this rule was applied, then the tree which is substituted for y j in this derivation contains at most one occurrence of a symbol in A. Because otherwise, due to copying, the resulting string would not be a d-string. Hence, when deriving a d-string, a rule which contains multiple occurrences of a parameter y j is only applicable if the yield of the tree being substituted for y j contains at most one occurrence of a symbol in A. Based on this fact we construct the MTT sp MOE. The information whether the yield of the tree which will be substituted for a certain parameter contains none, one, or more than one occurrence of a symbol in A is determined by first relabeling the input tree. Then this information is kept in the states of MOE. More precisely, we will define a finite state relabeling N which relabels s ¥ S (k) in the tree s(
, and m \ 0, Note that the existence of the relabeling N follows from the facts that for given
} is regular and that inverse macro tree translations preserve the regular tree languages (Theorem 7.4(1) of [EV85] ). Since part of the correctness proof of N is also needed in the correctness proof of the MTT MOE, we give the detailed construction of N together with a correctness proof. Note that the construction of N is similar to the constructions of the look-ahead automata A 1 and A 2 of the proofs of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6 in [EM99], respectively; the automaton A 1 determines the precise number of occurrences of y j in M q (s), where M is an MTT for which this number is bounded by some B ¥ N, and the automaton A 2 determines whether or not y j occurs in M q (s).
It should be clear from Definition 3 that, to define N, we have to know how oc A and oc j behave with respect to second-order substitution, i.e., how the oc A and oc j of the yield of a tree tQw i P t i | i ¥ [n]R can be determined from the oc A and oc j 's of the yields of the trees t 1 , ..., t n . This is expressed in Claim 1. 
.R))). By induction this equals oc(oc(y(t 1 Q_R)) · · · oc(y(t l Q_R)))=oc(y(t 1 Q_R) y(t 2 Q_R) · · · y(t l Q_R))=oc(y(d(t 1 , ..., t l )Q_R)).
If 
]). Since oc(w)= oc(wOE) if wOE is a permutation of w, this equals oc((res
A 2 B (yt i ) res {y 1 } (yt i ) · · · res {y l } (yt i ))[y n P y(t n Q...R) | n ¥ [l]]
.]). Hence we get oc((oc
A (yt i ) oc 1 (yt i ) · · · oc l (yt i ))[...])=oc(y(t − i )[..
.]).
By induction we can replace oc(y(t n Q...R)) in [...] by oc(y(t n Q_R)), and hence by y(t n Q...R). Thus we get oc(y(t
, which equals oc(y(tQ_R)). This concludes the proof of Claim 1.
We now construct the finite state relabeling N which adds the f i 's and f i 's to the labels of the input tree. Let (f 1 , f 1 ), ..., (f k , f k ) QOqOE,
It should be clear from Claim 1 that N realizes the relabeling as described above. Formally this follows from Claim 2.
Claim 2. Let s ¥ T S and (f, f)
¥ Q N . If s S g N O(f, f), y N (s)P then, for every q ¥ Q (m) and m \ 0, (i) f(q)=oc A (yM q (
s)) and (ii) for every j ¥ [m], (f(q))(j)=oc j (yM q (s)).
This claim is proved by induction on the structure of s.
, and
, and z equals rhs M (q, s) G. To be able to apply Claim 1, we now take t=rhs M (q, s), {w 1 , ..., w n }=OQ, X k P, and for w m =OqOE,
R of Claim 1. By application of Claim 1 we obtain that oc A (yz)= oc A (y(tQOqOE, x i P P M qOE (s i ) | OqOE, x i P ¥ OQ, X k PR)) which equals oc A (yM q (s) ). This proves Claim 2(i) and by replacing oc A by oc j it proves Claim 2(ii).
We now define the MTT MOE. The idea is to keep a parameter of a state only if the yield of the tree that is substituted for it contains more than one occurrence of a symbol in A. This information is kept in the states of MOE and is determined using the information provided by the relabeling N (and by the actual state of MOE). If such a parameter is copied in a rule of M, then the right-hand side of the corresponding rule of MOE contains a dummy symbol, because then
, dummy
}, where b and dummy are symbols not in D,
• q − 0 =(q 0 , "), and • ROE consisting of the following rules. For every (q, j) ¥ QOE (n) and (s, (f 1 , f 1 
., (f k , f k )). For t=y j and j ¥ [m], trans(y j )=comb b (j(j)) if j(j) ] dd, and otherwise trans(y j )=y n with n=|{m | m < j and j(m)=dd}|+1.
For
-If b=OqOE, x i P, then trans(t)=O(qOE, jOE), x i P(trans (t j 1 ) A (y(t j G) F) with G as in the definition of N, viz.,
trans(t)=b(trans(t 1 ), ..., trans(t l )).
-If b ¥ B 2 {e}, then trans(t)=e.
Let us first show that MOE is sp, i.e., that each y n , n ¥ [n], occurs exactly once in z. Let n ¥ [n]. If z is a dummy right-hand side then y n occurs exactly once in z. Otherwise, z=trans(rhs M (q, s)) and every y j with j(j)=dd occurs at most once in rhs M (q, s). Since y n =trans(y j ) for some j ¥ [m] with j(j)=dd, this obviously implies that y n occurs at most once in z. It remains to show that y n occurs in z. This follows from the following claim for t=rhs M (q, s) and the fact that y j occurs in rhs M (q, s) because M is nondeleting.
Claim 3. Let t ¥ T D 2 OQ, X k P (Y m ). If y j occurs in t, then y n occurs in trans(t).
The proof of this claim is by induction on the structure of t. , then trans(t)=O(r, jOE), x m P (trans (t j 1 ), ..., trans(t j gOE ) (y(t jOE G) F)=dd. Each (f i (qOE))(j) in the substitution G equals either y j or y j y j because, by Claim 2(ii), (f i (qOE))(j)=oc j (M qOE (s)) for some s ¥ T S , and by Lemma 8 and the fact that M is nondeleting, M qOE (s) contains y j . Thus, the substitution G is ''nondeleting''; i.e., it replaces each OqOE,
, by a tree that contains y 1 , ..., y l and thus it behaves as the substitution Q...R in the claim of the proof of Lemma 8. Since y j occurs in t jOE , this means that y j also occurs in t jOE G. Now 
The proof of this claim is by induction on the structure of s. The induction hypothesis is denoted by IH4. Let s=s(s 1 , ..., s k 
, and , j), (s, (f 1 , f 1 ), ..., (f k , f k )) )Q_R, where Q_R denotes the substitution QO(qOE, jOE),
Since MOE is sp, it is nondeleting and hence (similar to the claim in the proof of MOE ((q, j), (s, (f 1 , f 1 ), ..., (f k , f k )) ) contains a dummy, or (ii) there is an occurrence of O(qOE, jOE),
By the definition of the right-hand sides of MOE, (i) means that there is a j ¥ [m]
with j(j)=dd and y j occurs more than once in rhs M (q, s) . Then, since M is nondeleting (cf. the claim in the proof of Lemma 8), M q (s)=rhs M (q, s)Q...R has more than one occurrence of y j , where Q...R=QOqOE,
) has more than one occurrence of the string yu j . This means that it has more than one occurrence of some awaOE, with a, aOE ¥ A and
(ii) By the definition of trans, rhs M (q, s) must have a subtree OqOE,
, and j 1 , ..., j lOE \ 1. Since M is nondeleting, the tree
. This can be seen as follows:
We can apply Claim 1 to this, because, by Claim 2, G equals the substitution
] and the w's and t's chosen appropriately, as in the proof of Claim 1). We get oc 
for a tree t ¥ T D (Y), d B (t)=t[b P e | b ¥ B] and hence, for t ¥ T D , yd B (t)=res A (yt).
This claim is proved by induction on the structure of s. The induction hypothesis is denoted by IH5. As in the proof of Claim 4, let s=s( N (s) ) contains no dummy symbol, neither (i) nor (ii) of the proof of Claim 4 holds, i.e., rhs MOE ((q, j), (s, (f 1 , f 1 ), ..., (f k , f k ) )) contains no dummy and hence equals trans (rhs M (q, s) ), and, for every O(qOE, jOE), x i P occurring in rhs MOE ((q, j), (s, (f 1 , f 1 ), ..., (f k , f k ) M (q, s) we get yd B (rhs M (q, s) 
MACRO TREE TRANSDUCERS By Claim 6 for t=rhs
[j=dd]) which ends the proof of Claim 5. 
.R[j ] dd] [j=dd]). If t ¥ B 2 {e}, then y(trans(t)Q_R)=e=yd
,
then y(trans(t)Q_R)=y(d(trans(t 1 )Q_R, ...,trans(t l ) Q_R))=y(trans(t 1 )Q_R) · · · y(trans(t l )Q_R). By IH6 we get yd
If t=OqOE, x i P(t 1 , ..., t l ) with OqOE,
, 
then y(trans(t)Q_R) equals y(O(qOE, jOE), x i P(trans(t j 1 ), ..., trans(t j lOE ))Q_R), where jOE(n)=oc A (y(t n G) F) for n ¥ [l], and jOE
−1 (dd)={j 1 , ..., j lOE } with j 1 < · · · < j lOE . By application of Q_R we get y(d B (M qOE (s i )[jOE ] dd][jOE=dd])[y n P trans(t j n )Q_R | n ¥ [lOE]]).
By IH6, y(trans(t j n )Q_R) equals yd
Based on Lemma 17 and the closure properties of Section 4 we can now state two bridge theorems for yield languages of compositions of MTTs. Note that in the applications of Theorem 18, the language LOE will often be of the form j(L), where j is an operation on languages. 
Proof. (a) We want to apply Lemma 17 to L, LOE, and L=MTT n (REGT). In order to do so, L must be closed (i) under intersection with REGT and (ii) under finite state relabelings. To show (i), let y ¥ MTT n and In the second bridge theorem, LOE=j(L) for a particular operation j on languages. Let A, B be disjoint alphabets with B nonempty, and let L ı A g be a language. The function rub B (''rubbish'') inserts any number of symbols in B anywhere in the strings of the language to which it is applied. Hence,
Thus, by the n-fold application of Theorem 18 we get that if rub {b 1 , .
. We now show that actually two symbols 0, 1 suffice in order to get through the whole hierarchy yMTT n (REGT) (for any n). The reason for this is that every symbol in an arbitrary set B can be represented by a string in {0, 1} g in such a way that {0, 1} g represents B g
. The translation of strings in {0, 1} g to strings in B can be realized by an MTT M in such a way that for a tree s with ys ¥ {0, 1} g , yy M (s) is the string in B g that corresponds to ys.
Lemma 19. Let L be a class of tree languages and let B be a nonempty alphabet.
Proof. Let K ¥ L with yK=rub {0, 1} (L) and let S be a ranked alphabet such that K ı T S . By Lemma 7 there is an MTT M S with output alphabet C={0 (1) , 1
, a ] e} which translates every tree s in T S into the monadic tree sm(ys) ¥ T C .
We
g can now be uniquely decoded into symbols of B, disregarding the zeros at the end. Hence, every string in {0, 1}
g represents a string in B g and vice versa. Let us define the top-down tree transducer M n which translates every monadic tree sm (w 1 a 1 · · · w l a l w l+1 ) with w 1 , ..., w l , w l+1 ¥ {0, 1}  g and a 1 , . .., a l ¥ S (0) into a tree with yield w
, b
n , e
}, 1, R), where R consists of the following rules.
It should be clear that M n realizes the translation as described, and hence
Proof. Let n \ 1 and let B={b 1 , ..., b n+1 } be a set of distinct symbols which do not appear in L.
THE yMTT-HIERARCHY AND THE EDT0L-HIERARCHY
In this section the bridge theorems of Section 5 are applied to prove that composition of MTTs yields a proper hierarchy of output string languages, i.e., the hierarchy yMTT n (REGT) (for short, the yMTT-hierarchy) is proper (at each level). In fact, we prove that witnesses for the properness of this hierarchy can already be found in the EDT0L-hierarchy. This will imply that also the EDT0L-hierarchy is proper. Note that from Theorem 9.10 of [Dam82] it follows that the hierarchy MTT n (REGT) of tree languages generated by compositions of MTTs is proper. Moreover, it easily follows from the proof of that theorem that the yMTThierarchy is infinite (because there are monadic tree languages arbitrarily high in the hierarchy MTT n (REGT)).
Then we show that there are nondeterministic languages, generated by quite simple devices, which are not in the two hierarchies discussed: There is a language generated by a two-way generalized sequential machine which is not in the yMTThierarchy, and there is a context-free language not in the EDT0L-hierarchy.
We now move to the proof of properness of the yMTT-hierarchy. The witnesses for this properness can be generated by (controlled) EDT0L systems, which are viewed here as string transducers. Essentially, an EDT0L system is a top-down tree transducer M with monadic input alphabet (cf. [ERS80] ). However, instead of a tree translation it realizes a string translation as follows: first, the input string w is turned into a monadic tree s (i.e., s=sm(w)); then it is translated into the string yy M (s)
n (REG), obtained by iterating EDT0L on the class REG of regular languages. It starts with the class EDT0L(REG) of EDT0L languages (because the regular control can be internalized, cf., e.g., Theorem 3.2.1 of [ERS80] ).
Let us first show that the EDT0L-hierarchy is contained in the yMTT-hierarchy.
By Lemma 7, y p sm ¥ MTT. Thus, the above is included in sm p (T p MTT) n p T p y. By Lemma 4 this is included in sm p MTT n p T p y which, by Lemma 5, is included in sm p MTT n p y. Applying this to REG gives yMTT
Based on Theorem 18 we will prove that there is a language which cannot be generated as output by the composition of n MTTs, but which can be generated by the composition of n+2 EDT0L translations. This time the language LOE in Theorem 18 will be of the form count b (L). When applied to a string w, count b inserts b |w| − i after the ith symbol of the string w, for 1 [ i < |w|. Formally, let A be an alphabet and let B={b} with b¨A. Define the operation count b : A g Q (A 2 B) g as follows:
To start the application of Theorem 18 we need a language L that cannot be generated by a top-down tree transducer. As shown in Theorem 3.16 of [Eng82] such a language is
where ec stands for 'exponential copying'. In fact, it is shown in that theorem that L ec¨y T(REGT) and even that L ec¨1n \ 0 yN-T n (REGT), where N-T is the class of translations realized by nondeterministic top-down tree transducers.
Proof . Let b 1 , . .., b n be distinct symbols not in {a, c}. We will show that the
That is, we will show that (1) count b 1 
(1) First, we show that L ec ¥ EDT0L 2 (REG) by defining two top-down tree transducers M 1 and M 2 and a regular language L such that y
, a (0) , c (0) , e (0) } and R 1 consisting of the following rules.
}, D as above, and R 2 consisting of the following rules. 
}, A is an arbitrary alphabet not containing b, and R consists of the following rules. 
Nondeterministic Languages not in the yMTT-and EDT0L-hierarchies
Here we show that particular ''nondeterministic'' languages are not in the yMTTand EDT0L-hierarchies. First, a language generated by a nondeterministic two-way generalized sequential machine (2GSM) is considered and it is proved that this language is not in the yMTT-hierarchy. Second, a context-free language is considered and proved not to be in the EDT0L-hierarchy.
A 2GSM is a nondeterministic finite-state device that takes as input a string (surrounded by end markers) on which it can move back and forth, possibly changing its state and generating output. Let 2GSM denote the class of string-to-string translations realized by 2GSMs.
Proof. Let 0, 1, b, and a be distinct symbols and let
(1) It is straightforward to show that there is a 2GSM M and a regular language R such that M's translation applied to R gives L. The language R consists of all strings a p , p \ 2. Now M traverses q times, with q \ 2, the input string a p , outputting an a at each move. Moreover, at every step M can nondeterministically choose not to move and to output a symbol in {0, 1, b}. Hence, M generates all strings in rub {0, 1, b} ({a (REGT) . By Theorem 3.2.14 of [ERS80] (which is another bridge theorem, closely related to Lemma 17), rub {b} (L np ) ¥ yT(REGT) implies that L np ¥ yT fc (REGT), where T fc denotes the class of translations realized by top-down tree transducers that are finite copying. It is known that the language L np is not in yT fc (REGT), because it is not regular and hence its Parikh-set is not semi-linear (cf. Corollary 3.2.7 of [ERS80] ; cf. also the proof of Theorem 4.8 of [Eng82] ).
Since the class 2GSM(REG) is included in the class of ET0L languages (this follows, e.g., from the characterization of ET0L languages by checking-stack pushdown automata [vL76] , which can easily simulate 2GSMs; see also [ERS80] ), Theorem 25 implies that ET0L(REG) − 1 n \ 0 yMTT n (REGT) ] ", i.e., there is an ET0L language that is not in the yMTT-hierarchy. Denote by N-T the class of translations realized by nondeterministic top-down tree transducers. Then, analogous to the deterministic case, ET0L=sm p N-T p y and thus ET0L(REG) ı yN-T(REGT). Hence, yN-T(REGT) − 1 n \ 0 yMTT n (REGT) ] " by Theorem 25. Finally, we show that there is a context-free language (i.e., a language in yREGT) which is not in the EDT0L-hierarchy. This strengthens the well-known result that there are context-free languages which cannot be generated by EDT0L systems, i.e., which are not in EDT0L(REG) (cf., e.g., Corollary 3.2.18(i) of [ERS80] ).
Let REGT mon denote the restriction of REGT to monadic trees. We prove that there is a language in the class CF of context-free languages which is not in the hierarchy yMTT n (REGT mon ). Since this hierarchy includes the EDT0L-hierarchy by the proof of Theorem 21 (because sm(REGT) ı REGT mon ), the above mentioned result follows as a corollary.
Proof. Let L ¥ CF − EDT0L(REG).
Obviously, L=REGT mon satisfies the closure properties of Lemma 17 (because REGT does). This implies that Theorems 18 and 20 can also be stated with REGT replaced by REGT mon . Now
by Theorem 20. Clearly, this means that L ¥ yT(sm(REG))=EDT0L(REG), because a top-down tree transducer with monadic input trees, i.e., trees of the form a 1 ( · · · a n − 1 (a n ) · · · ), can easily be changed into one with input trees of the form sm(a 1 · · · a n ) that generates the same output: the input symbols of rank zero are changed to have rank one, the right-hand sides of all rules are taken over, and for the input symbol e an arbitrary rule is added (which will not be used). Since L¨EDT0L(REG), this means that rub {0, 1} (L) is not in 1 n \ 0 yMTT n (REGT mon ). Clearly, rub {0, 1} (L) ¥ CF, because the context-free languages are closed under substitution (see, e.g., Theorem 6.2 of [HU79] ). L
THE IO-HIERARCHY
In this section we investigate the relationship between the IO-hierarchy and both the yMTT-hierarchy and the EDT0L-hierarchy. By Theorem 7.5 of [ES78] , the IO-hierarchy can be defined in terms of tree translations as
where YIELD is the class of YIELD mappings defined below. The hierarchy starts with the class IO(1) of languages generated by the IO macro grammars of [Fis68] . Since YIELD ı MTT by Theorem 4.6 of [EV85] , IO(n) ı yMTT n (REGT), i.e., the IO-hierarchy is inside the yMTT-hierarchy. In fact, the yMTT-hierarchy differs from the IO-hierarchy only by a single application of a top-down tree transducer, because yMTT (s 0 , s 1 , ..., s k ) c, s(A, a)), and A Q s(c, a) . Now the YIELD mapping Y f simply has to generate yK as monadic trees. Let f(a)=a(y 1 ), f(c)=c(y 1 ), and f(e)=e. Consider, e.g., the tree s=s(
Comparison with the yMTT-hierarchy
Now we compare the IO-hierarchy with the yMTT-hierarchy and prove (in 
The proof of this claim is by induction on the structure of s. Let Q M 1 R be the second-order substitution
Example 30. Let M be the top-down tree transducer M 2 defined in the proof of Theorem 22 and let f be the mapping of Example 28. Since M is a tree homomorphism, we can apply the construction of the proof of Lemma 29. Define g(a)=y M 1 (f(a))=y M 1 (a(y 1 ))=s(a, y 1 ), g(c)=y M 1 (c(y 1 )) 
which is the language L ec defined before Theorem 22. Hence, L ec is in IO(1), i.e., it is a (well-known) example of an IO macro language. Now that we know that L ec ¥ IO(1), we want to find an operation j that can be realized by a YIELD mapping and which is defined in such a way that Theorem 18 can be applied to LOE=j(L) for a language L. Unlike the operations rub and count of before, the operation we use now is a tree translation, i.e., LOE=yj(K), where yK=L.
Let S={s (2) , root
} 2 S (0) be a ranked alphabet and let l, r be symbols not in S. Recall from Section 2.1 that each node r of a tree s is denoted by a string in N g , and that the label of s at r is denoted by s [r] . Consider a tree translation y from T S to T D with D=S 2 {l (0) , r (0) , e This means that Theorem 18 can be applied to L and LOE. Rather than defining an (l, r)-leaf insertion in YIELD, it suffices, due to Lemma 29, to show that there is an (l, r)-leaf insertion y in y M p YIELD for some tree homomorphism M. This is true because y will always be applied to a tree language K in YIELD(L) for some class L of tree languages, i.e., to a K of the form Y f (KOE) for some YIELD mapping Y f and tree language KOE ¥ L. Hence, by Lemma 29,
, root , l (0) , r (0) , c (0) , d (0) , e (0) } 2 S and R consisting of the following rules. , s(y M (s), e) )) by the definition of M. This equals
By the rules of M, y M (s) does not contain occurrences of the symbol d, and thus
, r (0) , e 
Claim. For every s
The yield of this tree is and p 1 , ..., p i and q 1 , . .., q j are all leaves in pre-order not labeled by e of s 1 and s 2 , respectively. 
(2) As discussed before Lemma 31, Theorem 18 can be applied to L= L n − 1 =yK n − 1 and LOE=L n =yy n (K n − 1 ), for the rooted tree language K n − 1 and the 
Comparison with the EDT0L-hierarchy
Let us now turn to the comparison of the IO-hierarchy and the EDT0L-hierarchy. For ET0L systems, it was proved in [Vog88] that the ET0L-hierarchy is included in the OI-hierarchy OI(n), generated by the n-level OI macro grammars (see, e.g., [ES78, Dam82] ). We prove that a similar result holds for EDT0L systems: the EDT0L-hierarchy is included in the IO-hierarchy. Note that the IO-hierarchy and the OI-hierarchy are both generated by n-level grammars, but in a different mode of derivation (inside-out and outside-in, respectively). The hierarchies seem, however, to be incomparable; in one direction this follows from (the discussion following) Theorem 25: there is an ET0L language not in the IO-hierarchy.
The proof of the inclusion of the EDT0L-hierarchy in the IO-hierarchy is based on the following lemma which shows how to simulate a top-down tree transducer with monadic input trees by a YIELD mapping (applied to a regular tree language). This is basically the technique used in [Dow74] to prove that EDT0L(REG) ı IO(1), cf. Theorem 6.3 of [ERS80] .
A YIELD mapping evaluates a tree in a bottom-up fashion. This means that, in order to simulate a top-down tree transducer with monadic input sm(u), the string u has to be reversed first. This proves the lemma, because sm(LOE) ı REGT and linear tree homomorphisms preserve the regular tree languages (cf., e.g., Theorem 6.10 of [GS84] ). The idea of the construction is to simulate M by associating with every state q j of M a parameter y j , containing the q j -translation of M; the tree homomorphism N generates, for input a, constant symbols (q j , a) for every j ¥ [m] (and for input #, symbols (q j , e)), and f maps (q j , a) to the right-hand side of the (q j , a)-rule of M (with states replaced by the corresponding parameters).
Define N=({q}, S 2 {# } and R N consisting of the following rules.
Oq, #(x 1 )P Q c (Oq, x 1 P, (q 1 , e) , ..., (q m , e)) Oq, a(x 1 )P Q c (Oq, x 1 P, (q 1 , a) 
sm(u))=s(c, s(s(b, s(b, e)), s(c, s(s(b, e), s(d, s(e, e)))))).
The application of y N to the tree sm(#u r )=#(d(c(c(e)))) gives the tree t shown in s(s(b, s(b, y 2 )), s(c, s(s(b, y 2 ), s(d, s(y 2 , y 1 )) We now prove the inclusion of the EDT0L-hierarchy in the IO-hierarchy. Let us briefly consider another type of tree transducer and show that the output string languages of its compositions gives rise to a subhierarchy of the yMTThierarchy: the attributed tree transducer (ATT) [Fül81, FV98] , which is a formal model for attribute grammars. It is well known that YIELD ı ATT ı MTT (cf. Corollary 6.24 and Lemma 6.1 of [FV98] , see, e.g., Section 6 of [FV98] . Now, we prove that the EDT0L-hierarchy is a small subhierarchy of the ET0L-hierarchy ET0L n (REG), where ET0L denotes the class of all nondeterministic EDT0L translations (cf. the discussion after Theorem 25). (REG)), this shows that for n \ 2, if
The proof of Theorem 38 shows that the properness of the ET0L-hierarchy is not caused by the alternation of copying and nondeterminism (as stated in [Eng82] ), but rather by the alternation of copying and insertion.
Let us now summarize the relationships between the different hierarchies of string languages that have been considered, together with the nondeterministic version of the yMTT-hierarchy and the nondeterministic top-down tree transducer hierarchy of [Eng82] . Let N-MTT denote the class of translations realized by nondeterministic macro tree transducers and let, as before, N-T denote the class of translations realized by nondeterministic top-down tree transducers. Note that the derivations of nondeterministic MTTs can be restricted to be OI (outside-in); see Corollary 3.13 of [EV85] . Furthermore, the composition closure N-MTT g can also be obtained by the restriction to IO-derivations, i.e., this class equals N-MTT • ET0L g (REG) e OI(f)?
• IO(f) ł OI(f)?
• yN-T g (REGT) ł OI(f)?
Our conjecture is that all these statements hold. Together with the facts that 2GSM The problem with proving the conjectures listed above is that we do not have methods to show that languages are not in the OI-and ET0L-hierarchies, and need stronger methods to show that languages are not in the IO-hierarchy.
